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Valence-shell dependence of the pygmy dipole resonance: E1 strength difference in 50,54Cr
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Background: The low-lying electric dipole strength provides insights into the parameters of the nuclear equation
of state via its connection with the pygmy dipole resonance and nuclear neutron skin thickness.
Purpose: The aim was to complement the systematic of the pygmy dipole resonance and first study its behavior
across the N = 28 neutron shell closure.
Methods: Photon-scattering cross sections of states of 50,54Cr were measured up to an excitation energy of
9.7 MeV via the nuclear resonance fluorescence method using γ -ray beams from bremsstrahlung and Compton
backscattering.
Results: Transitions strengths, spin and parity quantum number, and average branching ratios for 55 excited
states, 44 of which were observed for the first time, were determined. The comparison between the total observed
strengths of the isotopes 50,52,54Cr shows a significant increase above the shell closure.
Conclusions: The evolution of the pygmy dipole resonance is heavily influenced by the shell structure.
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With the recent observation of a merging binary neutron-
star system via gravitational waves by the LIGO-Virgo Col-
laboration, unforeseen new approaches in the field of astro-
physics have been made possible. The simultaneous detection
of corresponding electromagnetic radiation has been referred
to as the beginning of the era of multi-messenger astronomy
[1]. Thus, it has been shown that neutron-star mergers are
the predominant sites for nucleosynthesis via the r-process
[2]. Predictions for neutron-star mergers as well as other
systems, like heavy-ion collisions or supernovae explosions,
depend on a reliable description of the nuclear equation of
state (EOS). Its crucial role is emphasized in current physics
research [3–6]. As part of the EOS, the symmetry energy
describes the variation of the energy per nucleon when the
neutron-proton ratio changes. It is commonly expanded in
a Taylor series around the saturation density of symmetric
nuclear matter. The symmetry energy at saturation, J = S0,
and its density dependence, the slope parameter L, are the
leading coefficients of the expansion as a function of isospin
asymmetry and nuclear density, where L is most uncertain.
Its determination is highly desired in order to allow precise
aforementioned predictions.

Thus, the investigation of the density dependence of the
symmetry energy draws much attention from both theoretical
and experimental research. The expansion parameters show a
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strong correlation with the neutron skin thickness of atomic
nuclei [7]. In turn, the neutron skin thickness is related to the
electric dipole response of nuclei, more precisely to the nu-
clear polarizability representing the inverse energy-weighted
sum rule of electric dipole excitation strength [8]. Recently, it
has been measured for 48Ca [9]. The so-called pygmy dipole
resonance (PDR) [10] is low lying in energy and consequently
contributes appreciably to the nuclear polarizability due to the
inverse energy weighting of the E1-transition strength in the
expression for the nuclear polarizability. A gradual increase of
the PDR strength with neutron excess is expected if the PDR is
interpreted as a collective dipole excitation, where collectivity
is prevalently defined by a highly coherent wave function in
the single-particle base. This leads to the following questions:
How much of a collective mode is the PDR, especially at its
onset in the mass A ≈ 50 region? And what impact does the
specific valence space for electric dipole excitations have on
the evolution of strength associated with the PDR?

The electric dipole response has been studied over several
decades and shows common features in many nuclei. As such,
the isovector giant dipole resonance (GDR) was one of the
first nuclear structure phenomena observed and described
[11–14]. The excitation energy of this broad structure is
around 10–20 MeV and the GDR is usually interpreted as an
out-of-phase oscillation between all protons and all neutrons
within the nucleus.

At the center of current attention is the pygmy dipole
resonance [8,15]. Originally referring to the accumulation of
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dipole transition strength near the neutron separation thresh-
old [16], the distinction between the PDR and a low-energy
tail of the GDR is difficult. The PDR exhausts a few percent of
the overall dipole strength, which is concentrated in the GDR.
A separation may be achieved by experimental and theoretical
considerations that are sensitive to the mixed isovector and
isoscalar character of the PDR [17,18]. A frequently used
interpretation of the PDR is a collective oscillation of a
saturated proton-neutron core against a neutron skin [19–21]
in clear distinction from the GDR.

The nuclear resonance fluorescence method (NRF) is an
appropriate experimental tool to investigate the PDR. It is
selective to dipole-excited states, because of the real photons’
preferred low angular momentum transfer [22]. An accumula-
tion of electric dipole transition strength as a typical indication
for the PDR has already been reported for many nuclei, most
of them within the vicinity of a shell closure. Examples are the
Mo [23–25] and Sn [26,27] isotopic chains and the N = 50
isotonic chain 86Kr [28], 88Sr [29], 89Y [30], and 90Zr [31].
So far the lightest nuclei showing a PDR-like structure are
the nickel isotopes [32,33]. In contrast to that, very little
transition strength was reported from NRF experiments with
excitation energies up to 10 MeV on calcium isotopes [34,35].
In order to fill the gap in this systematic between Ca and Ni,
the stable even-even chromium isotopes were examined in
this work. The results for 52Cr have already been reported in
Refs. [36–38]. In this Rapid Communication, data for 50Cr
and 54Cr are presented. In particular, this is the first time
an evolution of the electric dipole strength across a neutron
shell closure and the dependence of the PDR on the neutron
valence space are investigated by means of NRF. Considering
the minuscule natural abundances of the neutron-deficient
isotopes of the only other suitable candidates argon or cerium,
chromium might very well be the only possible element for
such a study in the foreseeable future.

A set of complementary NRF experiments were conducted
at two major research facilities, one part at the Darmstadt High
Intensity Photon Setup (DHIPS) [39] of the superconducting
Darmstadt linear accelerator S-DALINAC at the Institut für
Kernphysik Darmstadt [40] and the other part at the High-
Intensity γ -ray Source facility HIγ S of the Duke Free Elec-
tron Laser Laboratory at the Triangle Universities Nuclear
Laboratory (TUNL) [41].

At DHIPS, the electron beam is stopped in a copper or
gold radiator target. An aluminum beam attenuator is used
to suppress background caused by low-energy photons of the
emitted bremsstrahlung. These photons are then collimated by
a copper collimator onto the photon scattering target. Parts of
the photons are resonantly absorbed and the target nuclei are
excited and subsequently decay directly to the ground state
(elastic scattering) or via intermediate states (inelastic scat-
tering). The emitted γ rays are detected by three Compton-
suppressed high-purity germanium (HPGe) detectors with
detection efficiencies of 100% compared to a standard NaI
detector at 1.33 MeV. The HPGe detectors are positioned at
90◦, 95◦, and 130◦ with respect to the incident γ beam. This
allows one to determine the spin quantum number of the states
in even-even nuclei, since the ratio of the angular distributions
differs the most for dipole and quadrupole transition at these

angles. In addition the continuous bremsstrahlung spectra are
utilized for simultaneous measurements of the excited states’
cross sections.

At HIγ S, the γ -ray beams are produced via Compton
backscattering of a free-electron laser (FEL). Collimation of
the scattered photons then results in a quasimonoenergetic
photon beam with an energy width of roughly 3%, which
is continuously tunable and retains the FEL polarization of
nearly 100%. Up to four HPGe detectors were placed at the
target position in a rectangular cross perpendicular to the
beam. This arrangement allows for the determination of the
parity quantum numbers of dipole-excited states from the
polar asymmetry ε of emitted γ rays [42]:

ε = N‖ − N⊥
N‖ + N⊥

= Q�Pγ . (1)

Here N‖,⊥ are the efficiency-corrected intensities in and per-
pendicular to the beam’s polarization plane. The angular
distribution of the emitted γ rays with magnetic (electric)
radiation character is maximum (minimal) in the polarization
plane of the beam and minimal (maximum) perpendicular
to it. The analyzing power � of 0+ → 1π → 0+ cascades
are either � = +1 or � = −1. The beam polarization Pγ is
known to exceed 99% [43]. However, the absolute values for
the asymmetries are attenuated due to the limited polarization
sensitivity Q ≈ 90% of our setup because of the finite solid
angles of the detectors and the finite target size.

At DHIPS two measurements with bremsstrahlung end-
point energies 9.7 and 7.5 MeV were conducted for each
examined nucleus. The spin quantum numbers are determined
from DHIPS data through the azimuthal angular distribu-
tions. For spin sequences 0 → 1 → 0 and 0 → 2 → 0 the ra-
tio wi = W0→i→0(90◦)/W0→i→0(130◦) is equal to w1 = 0.71
and w2 = 2.26, respectively. Spin quantum numbers were
assigned accordingly through the efficiency-corrected peak
areas extracted from the measurements at DHIPS. The as-
signments of both quantum numbers are usually rather unam-
biguous, but may complement each other in uncertain cases,
due to the limited combinations emerging from excitation
using NRF. The photon flux was determined from the known
cross sections of excited states of 11B, which was added to
the target as an calibration standard, hence integrated cross
sections of the isotopes of intent were obtained relative to
11B as described in Ref. [25]. Measurements at two different
endpoint energies were performed in order to identify inelastic
transitions to excited states. In this manner, 55 states were
observed in 50Cr and 54Cr, 44 of those for the first time. All
findings are listed in the Supplemental Material [44]. See, e.g.,
[45] for details. Figure 1 shows spectra of 50Cr and 54Cr taken
at a polar angle of θ = 130◦.

In order to obtain parity quantum numbers and further
information on the energy dependence of the inelastic photon-
scattering cross section, additional experiments were con-
ducted at the γ 3 setup [46] at HIγ S. The beam was tuned
to various energy settings for a couple of hours each, which
completely covered the energy range from 5.5 to 9.8 MeV. An
example of spectra is given in Fig. 2, while parity assignments
are shown in Fig. 3.
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FIG. 1. Extract of the Compton-suppressed 50,54Cr spectra at
130◦ scattering angle. These spectra are recorded at DHIPS via the
NRF method utilizing bremsstrahlung from an electron beam with an
energy of 9.7 MeV.

The individual settings of the monoenergetic beam at HIγ S
allow the determination of an average branching ratio for each
range of excitation energy. Considering the known angular
distributions of photons emitted in a 0+

1 → 1−
i → 2+

1 → 0+
1

cascade, the average branching ratio b for each energy setting
is determined via

b = N−
0

N−
0 + 2N−

3

. (2)
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FIG. 2. Spectra recorded at the HIγ S facility. The red (light
gray) curve shows the incident quasimonoenergetic photon flux of
an energy setting at 8.8 MeV measured by a dedicated detector at 0◦.
The green (gray) spectrum is recorded in the polarization plane of the
incoming photon beam and the blue (dark gray) one perpendicular to
that. The arrows mark observed transitions of 54Cr. One can clearly
assess a parity quantum number based on the difference in intensity
for each transition between the green (gray) and blue (dark gray)
spectrum.
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FIG. 3. Azimuthal intensity asymmetries derived from data taken
at HIγ S for the example of 54Cr. The colors correspond to the as-
signed parity quantum numbers. The dashed lines show the weighted
averages, +0.88 for positive and −0.90 for negative parity. These are
indicators of the great sensitivity of this method in comparison to the
ideal values of +1 and −1.

Here, N−
0 is the sum of the efficiency-corrected intensities

of all observed electric dipole transitions to the ground state
and N− = 2N2+

1 ,‖ − N2+
1 ,⊥ with the intensities of the transi-

tion of the first 2+ state in the polarization plane N2+
1 ,‖ and

perpendicular N2+
1 ,⊥. The transition widths of electric dipole

states resulting from the state-to-state analysis of the DHIPS
data and the combination of these with the average branching
ratios are visualized in Fig. 4. This parallels the procedure
performed in Ref. [47]. In particular for the case of 54Cr,
stronger individual excitations as compared to 50Cr and an
accumulation of strength are visible in the vicinity of the
neutron-separation energy of 9.7 MeV. The fragmentation of
this strength resembles those in aforementioned nuclei, in
which the PDR has been established.

An examination of the evolution of the transition strength
across the neutron shell closure is possible utilizing the
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FIG. 4. Transition widths derived from the integrated cross sec-
tions of (a) 50Cr and (b) 54Cr measured at DHIPS. Only electric
dipole transitions are plotted. (c) Running sums of the total transition
widths corrected for branching. Here, the binning corresponds to the
beam-energy settings at HIγ S.
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FIG. 5. Behavior of exhausted percentage of the TRK sum rule
as a function of neutron number for examined isotopes. A significant
increase of the overall strength surpassing the magic neutron number
N = 28 is evident and highlighted by the horizontal lines. See text
for details.

Thomas-Reiche-Kuhn (TRK) energy-weighted sum rule
[48,49]. The ratio of the integrated strength assigned to the
PDR to the overall strength derived with the TRK sum rule
is shown in Fig. 5. The PDR exhausts only about one per-
cent or less of the full strength predicted by the TRK sum
rule.1 Surpassing the shell closure a substantial rise in overall
strength is observed. We note that no such N-dependent rise
is seen in isotopic chains where PDR data measured with
one method are available and no major neutron-shell closure
is crossed, e.g., the Sn isotopes [50]. This is the first time
that such a shell dependence of the PDR has been studied
and observed across a neutron shell closure. Following the
frequently used interpretation of the PDR as a collective
excitation, i.e., an oscillation of the neutron skin, a smooth
increase is expected as more and more neutrons are added to
the nucleus. The behavior of the experimental PDR strength
presented in this work, however, leads to the conclusion that
the PDR is strongly influenced by the shell structure, as will
be discussed below.

In order to investigate this behavior, the neutron skin
thickness of Cr nuclei is calculated using a relativistic mean-
field model (RMF) with density-dependent meson-nucleon
couplings [51]. It is given by the difference of the root-
mean-square radii of neutron and proton density distributions.
Nucleons in this model are represented by Dirac spinors that
are solutions of the Dirac equation with scalar and vector
mean-field potentials. These are obtained self-consistently
from scalar (σ ) and vector (ω, ρ) meson fields and the electro-
magnetic potential by solving the corresponding classical field
equations with source densities that are determined in turn
by the nucleon densities. Corrections for the Coulomb field,

1Since the determination of average branching ratios was not
possible in the case of 52Cr, branching was accounted for effectively
by an additional factor of 1.79. It is equal to the average of the
ratios between exhausted percentage with and without branching for
both other isotopes. This value’s uncertainty of 0.26 is a conservative
estimate.

FIG. 6. RMF calculations for chromium isotopes. The calculated
neutron skin thicknesses for the isotope chain are shown in red
(circles). Two linear fits were added to guide the eye in regards to the
behavior for 48−52Cr up to the shell closure (green/light gray, dashed)
and for 53−56Cr above the shell closure (blue/dark gray, dashed),
respectively. The full horizontal lines highlight the slope parameters
using the right-hand scale. The overall behavior is also conserved
using parametrizations for the density dependency of the symmetry
energy of L = 70 and L = 40 MeV.

the center-of-mass motion, the form factors and radii were
included as in [52]. The parametrization DD2 [53] is used
for the density dependence of the couplings, which generates
a rearrangement contribution to the vector potential required
for consistency. The characteristic empirical nuclear matter
parameters of this model, in particular for the symmetry
energy at saturation, J = 31.67 MeV, and the slope parameter,
L = 55.04 MeV, are consistent with present constraints from
experiment and theory. The results of these calculations for
the neutron skin thickness in chromium are shown in Fig. 6.

Similar to the effect seen in the experimental data, adding
more weakly bound neutrons on top of a closed shell does
not only lead to a further increase of the low-energy dipole
strength, but also enhances abruptly the dependency of the
neutron skin thickness 
Rnp on the number of neutrons, i.e.,
a change of the slope of 
Rnp with neutron number. Compa-
rable behavior was reported for charge radii in isotopic chains
across neutron shell closures measured in collinear laser
spectroscopy [54]. The explanation given in this reference
is consistent with our following interpretation: We consider
the addition of two neutrons above N = 28, which are more
loosely bound than those below N = 28. Therefore, neutrons
added to the core will have a stronger effect on the neutron
skin thickness. In addition, the more loosely bound neutrons
would imply the neutron skin vibration to become softer,
i.e., occurring at lower frequency, hence, at lower energy and
with a larger amplitude. Such an effect also occurs in model
calculations for Sn isotopes [55] and leads to a downshift of
the PDR centroid energy past a shell closure along with an
overall increase of the PDR strength. In fact, comparing the
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running sums of observed E1 strength for 50,54Cr in Fig. 4(c),
the onset of enhanced strength seems to be shifted about
1 MeV lower in 54Cr.

We conclude that the onset of the PDR in stable nuclei
is observed in the chromium isotopes. Since the two valence
neutrons of 54Cr cause the observed significant increase of E1
strength with respect to the isotope 50Cr with two valence neu-
tron holes, the PDR apparently has its origin in a few-nucleon
effect. A statistical analysis [56] had indicated instead that the
PDR states in the stable Cr isotopes might have the properties
of a collective mode. This remains an open question which
requires further investigation. The present work shows that
correlations between PDR and neutron skin thickness requires
the consideration of shell effects and available valence spaces,
especially in the A ≈ 50 mass region at the emergence of
the PDR. We observe, for the first time, a sudden increase
of low-lying E1 strength across a major shell closure, which
is due to the weaker binding of N > 28 neutrons. However,
to what extent this increase is a result of the faster rate of
change of the PDR strength as a function of valence neutrons,

or due to the lowering of its centroid energy, needs further
exploration in theory and experiment. We emphasize that the
calculated change in slope of 
Rnp (see Fig. 6) is solely due to
the structural change and does not necessitate a change of the
EOS parameters J and L. This finding should be considered in
future attempts to determine the parameters of the EOS from
the observable properties of the PDR.
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